
Staffing a Birthright Trip 

INTRODUCTION 

 Staffing a Birthright trip is a great experience. Don’t stress – enjoy the ride. The 

end will come soon enough!  

 This brief manual was put together by Jason Pressberg, a veteran of 12 Birthright 

trips and counting. The information here should be supplemented by any information 

you receive from Birthright and your trip organizer.  

 Don’t worry about being perfect. The more trips you staff, the better you will get 

at it.  

 

STAY CALM 

 No matter what happens, stay calm. Even if something really bad happens, you 

will only make it worse by panicking.  

 Included with this – do 

not run. Ever. A quick story – 

when I staffed my first trip, we 

couldn’t find someone when 

we were about to pull away 

from the airport. Thinking 

they may have gone to the 

bathroom in the airport, I fran-

tically ran in that direction. An 

experienced staff member 

from another trip recognized 

what was happening. She 

stopped me and instructed me 

to always remain calm – fran-

tic running only made the situation worse.  

 

PREPARE BUT DON’T OVERPREPARE 

- Bring a hacky-sack, frisbee and playing cards – your favorite things for passing 

time. You’ll want these for Saturday afternoon, but also have them on you in 

case something goes wrong and you have time to kill 

- Find 3-5 points on the itinerary that you are passionate about and volunteer to 



lead all or a part of the site. Some examples of places I have led: 

- Different parts of Tzfat. I can give an introduction to Kabbalah, tour the 

Ha-ari synagogue or lead a talk on the porch of Livnot U’Lehibanot 

- It is inappropriate for Americans to lead the overall tour at Har Herzl, 

but it is appropriate to lead the talk at a site or two. Some places where 

I enjoy leading: 

- Hannah Senesh’s grave. I’ve read about her and tell of her heroics 

and poetry 

- Michael Levin’s grave. Michael was an American immigrant to Is-

rael who died in the Second Lebanon War. 

His grave is surrounded by sports memora-

bilia from his hometown of Philadelphia. I 

once met his mother at the grave who 

shared her story. I relay this story – along 

with other information I’ve learned about 

him – to the participants 

- Yoni Netanyahu. I love the story of the En-

tebbe raid and share Yoni’s legacy with the 

group 

- Goldma Meir. I’ve read her memoir and 

share short stories about her roles in the 

government, relationship with Ben Gurion and successes and fail-

ures. I make sure to show her “beloved photograph” from her 

first trip to the Moscow synagogue as Israel’s ambassador  

- Rabin Square. I often show participants the spot where Rabin was assas-

sinated and where his guards were standing. I share my reflections and 

invite the Israelis to share theirs 

- Ben Gurion’s grave. I have a lot to say about the old man and will ask the 

tour guide if I can lead all or part of the short tour. If I do not take the 

lead, I at least add my two cents. “Why is did Ben Gurion choose to be 

buried at this spot in Sde Boker?”     

  

STAFF STRUCTURE – WORK AS A TEAM 

 A good trip organizer will tell you that the three staff members are equal mem-

bers of the same team. You have different roles – a tour educator leads the tours while 



the madrichim handle logistics – but you all need to work together. Share the load on 

everything. 

 

EMPOWER THE ISRAELIS 

 Remember, it can be confusing to 

participants – both American and Is-

raelis – to have Israeli soldiers on the 

trip. Why are they there? For protec-

tion? To help with the tours? Are they 

on vacation? Is this work?  

 Tell the group and the Israelis 

that the Israelis are there for the same 

reason the participants are – to have an 

experience. Even if the Israelis have 

been to every spot on the itinerary, they have never been with your group and that 

makes it different.  

 If you could share a thought but an Israeli could too, have the Israeli do it. If 

you’re driving through Herziliya and you want to say something about it, first see if 

an Israeli has anything to say about it. If you say something – great! If an Israeli says it 

– even better. Empower them to do as much as possible.  

AVOID STAFF PITFALLS  

 It is not hard for a staff to fall into a number of problems. The most common is 

good cop/bad cop. This happens when one staff member becomes the “cool” one and 

the other is left with the task of keeping everyone in line. Two quick examples: 

- I staffed my first trip with a more experienced Israeli madrich. Our tour guide 

was not the best and struggled to keep the group’s attention. I would be running 

around trying to quiet the group while my Israeli co-staff were sharing jokes 

with participants. He was the “good” cop, I was “bad” 

- A good friend of mine staffed her trip with a rabbi. Sensing that he was predis-

posed to being thought of as a square, the rabbi tried his best to come across as 

cool. He refused to take part in any discipline at all – if someone showed up late, 

it was my friend’s job to manage the consequences. Additionally, this rabbi over-

shadowed my friend’s time of speaking with the group. Though my friend was 

not a rabbi and had not lived in Israel, she did have a lot of experience to share. 

Every time she tried to explain a concept to the group, the rabbi stepped in, in-



terrupting her. She was the bad cop – she was left to discipline the group while 

the rabbi joked with them and shared his superior knowledge. Instead, he 

should have been generous and let her finish her thoughts, even though he 

knew more. Additionally, he was not a team player 

Don’t be intimidated if you’re co-staff shares more than you do. If you have some-

thing to say – great! If not – that’s cool too.   

KEEP IT POSITIVE 

 Even if they drive you nuts. Even if they show up late. Even if they seem un-

grateful. Do not be negative or nasty. It makes it “you vs. them” and you’ll take away 

from the trip. If you are upset with or disappointed in them, express yourself in a flat 

tone – don’t wine or yell at them.   

THE FIRST NIGHT – ICE-BREAKERS AND ORIENTATION  

 On the first night, run some ice-breakers. My favorite is to break the bus into 

smaller groups with one Israeli each. Have the group re-enact the Israeli’s life. Give 

them free reign to be creative and have fun.  

 After the fun, sit everyone down and tell them the rules and expectations. Be 

very clear. Make sure everyone is paying attention. This is very important.  

 Do NOT assume that they remember any rules you may have told them at the 

airport or from a pre-trip orientation, hand-out or email. Say it now – seriously.  

ROOM ASSIGNMENTS 

 Tell participants 

that rooms are pre-

arranged. Casually, tell 

them that they can let 

you know if they have a 

special request, but for 

the most part, you make 

the rooms.  

 Extenuating cir-

cumstances I’ve accom-

modated: 

- One girl was dating an-

other’s ex-boyfriend. 

They asked not to room 

together but otherwise 



were civil. I made sure they were not together 

- Two girls asked to room together throughout the trip. One was hard of hearing 

and the other was fluent in sign language. They were best friends and signed up 

together. I allowed them to be together every night.   

 Redo the assignments every time you go to a new place. Balance who stays with 

who and who stays with an Israeli.  

 I always let them pick their own roommates at the last hotel or kibbutz, but I do 

not tell them this until we are pulling into the location. If you tell them earlier than 

this, they will spend the whole trip discussing and debating who they will choose.  

GETTING THEIR ATTENTION – DON’T SHOUT  

 I have found that the best way to quiet down the group is to have them quiet 

each other. When I want the group to pay attention for an announcement, I start my 

announcement, and then stop with a smile on my face. The participants quiet each 

other. If others are talking, don’t yell at 

them – just stop and look at them con-

fidently and patiently.    

YOU KNOW THE AMERICANS BET-

TER THAN THE GUIDE  

 Why does Birthright always 

send American madrichim to staff 

along with Israeli tour educators? Be-

cause Americans know how to deal 

with American participants better than 

Israelis. Participants have complex 

needs and problems. Israelis can be 

very dismissive and can come across as lacking empathy. When this happens, you 

should step in. Pull the Israeli guide aside and explain that you will handle this one.  

 One funny example: We had a girl on a trip that was allergic to carrots. One ac-

tivity called for us to pick vegetables on a Negev farm, including carrots. When the 

girl refused to participate, the tour educator did not believe that carrot allergies ex-

isted. I had to step in and gently explain that yes, sometime Americans are allergic to 

things like carrots, wheat and nuts. The guide had never heard of such and thing and 

was actually quite nasty about it.  

 This example could be substituted for someone who is having trouble with any-

thing – an eating disorder, body image, sensitivity, ADD, nervousness – the list goes 



on and on. Make sure to read the group carefully and stand up to the Israelis if they 

think an American is being too soft in some way.  

BE CLEAR AND UP FRONT WITH EARLY PREPARATIONS 

 I always do my best to prepare participants for the next activity, for the rest of 

the day and night, and for the 

next day or two. Some exam-

ples: 

- Each night, after the eve-

ning activity, the staff 

tells the group what 

they will be  doing and 

what they’ll need to 

wear and pack for the 

next day  

- When visiting reli-

gious places in 

Tzfat and Jerusa-

lem, men need a 

kippah and women need to be covered 

- When visiting the Kotel, they’ll need a pen and paper to write a note 

- It’s very important to be specific when preparing the group for the Dead Sea, Ma-

sada and the Bedouin tent. Tell them exactly what to pack and how to pack it 

- Remind the group that hats, sleeves, comfortable shoes and water are always re-

quired   

- Remind the group to stop shaving as you approach the Dead Sea day  

DON’T JUDGE OR BE SURPRISED BY LACK OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE 

 When I participated on Birthright, I had never heard of the Western Wall.  When 

my group was visiting the Kotel for the first time, I did not know where we were. I’d 

had a bar mitzvah and been through ten years of Hebrew school at a Reform Temple. I 

simply had not heard of the Western Wall. Our leaders did not tell us where we were 

going and I was too embarrassed to ask.  

 I do not ever assume that anyone on the group does or does not know some-

thing about Israel or Judaism. Do not assume that the Israelis know about Jewish top-

ics – many will not know basic prayers like the Shema, nor will they be familiar with 

basic ceremonies like Havdalah.   



HOW TO HANDLE REPETITIVE QUESTIONS   

 Even if your staff has done an exceptional job of preparing participants for their 

days and nights, you will get the same questions over and over again. Sometime, these 

will come from someone who simply doesn’t listen. Other times, they will want a re-

minder to clarify a sketchy memory of what was said – a smart time to ask a question.  

 When I staffed my first trip, we had an incident at our first rest stop. I explained 

to the group that the bath-

rooms were to the right of our 

bus. When we got off the bus, 

four people in a row asked 

me where the bathrooms 

were. I exploded a bit at the 

fourth person. “Weren’t any 

of you paying attention?” My 

co-staff told me how to han-

dle these situations. Always 

be calm and answer patiently 

each time. Never blow up at 

someone for asking anything 

ever.  

THE BATHROOM SYSTEM 

 A major problem with group travel is going to the potty. If everyone simply goes 

when they want to – like in real life- you will never accomplish anything. They do not 

control their bladders during Birthright – the staff tells them when and where to go.  

 Always encourage them to go when they can, even if they don’t think they have 

to.  

 Here is my bathroom system for the group to warn us if they have to go:  

- 1.0 - I have to go to the bathroom  

- 2.0 - I really have to go to the bathroom 

- 3.0 - I really, really have to go to the bathroom 

- 3.5 – I’m in trouble 

- 3.8 – Help! 

- 3.9 – I’m dying! Pull over! 

- 4.0 – Never mind! Anyone have a wet nap?  



We pull the bus over for 3.6 or more. It is helpful to know where everyone is at during 

a long drives.  

 One more word about the bathroom – always know where one is. When you go 

to a new place, identify the bathrooms immediately.  

BUS TIME  

Walk around the bus during long rides, checking in with people, sharing inside 

jokes, asking if so-and-so is feeling better, etc. It will go a long way!  

There is a delicate balance that the staff must strike when it comes to talking into 

the microphone on bus rides. A good guide will know when to speak and, more 

importantly, when not to 

Bus games are fun but can get old. Bus interviews are good but should be done as 

long as people are paying attention. End with an embarrassing story or song. 

Set a good tone by having funny, outgoing participants interview each other 

first  

40 MINUTES 

 One of the most common questions participants will ask is, “How long is this 

bus ride?” My answer is always the same – 40 minutes. It does not matter if the ride is 

15 minutes or two hours. I always confidently say 40 minutes.  

 

INTRODUCTION TO TUCKMAN’S STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT  

 Bruce Tuckman is an American psychologist. I truly believe that every Birthright 

group goes through his four stages of group development. It is worth knowing about 

these stages so that they don’t surprise you when your group experiences them. Here 

is the version I believe takes place most often: 

- Forming 

The group members learn each other’s names and start off polite 

- Norming 

The leaders step up, the clowns starting making people laugh, the quiet peo-

ple go to their corners, etc 

- Storming 

At some point, the group members will rebel. They’ll be mad at each other, at 

you, at Israel, their parents, etc. Most likely, they’ll be exacerbated by their 

lack of sleep. Stem the tide! The end is near!   



- Adjourning 

As soon as the group senses that the trip is about to end, everything will 

be close to perfect. Enemies will hug, tears will be shed, feuds forgot-

ten.  

If you know that the group is going to come back together, it is easier to survive the 

storming stage. It’s always darkest before the dawn.  

For more on this, see http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3954/is_200104/

ai_n8943663/  

MAKING THE MOST OF STAFF MEETINGS 

 A good organizer will tell you to have a staff meeting every night. Take it se-

riously but don’t take too long. Talk about what you need to, congratulate your-

selves on successes, keep it positive, don’t attack each other, wrap up, move on.  

 

AT THE END OF EACH DAY 

 Do not stay up all night but do not go straight into a staff meeting or off to 

bed. Hang out with the group, talk to as many people as possible, announce you 

are going to bed, and get some sleep!  

  

KNOW WHICH RULES CAN BE BENT AND WHICH CANNOT 

- Alcohol  

- Officially, participants cannot buy alcohol during the day. They are only 

permitted to buy it at their hotels and kibbutzim at night. In reality, you 

do not need to go on a witch hunt to see if someone buys a six pack of 

beer during the day to drink that night 

- There are two nights when participants cannot drink – the night before 

Yad Vashem and the night before waking up at 3:30am to climb Ma-

sada. Both of these are serious. When participants arrive at Yad 

Vashem, the first thing they do is hear a Holocaust survivor give their 

testimony. Remind them that their children may never meet a survivor 

and their grandchildren definitely will not. Be sure to make it clear – 

this rule is serious.  

- Sleeping in the Bedouin Tent 

- There are motel rooms at the Bedouin tent. Up until a few years ago, 

http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3954/is_200104/ai_n8943663/
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3954/is_200104/ai_n8943663/


Birthright used to provide rooms for staff members. Now, there is a re-

quirement that all madrichim stay in the tent with the participants while 

the guide gets a room to his or herself. Personally, if I am ever forced to be 

in the tent with the participants, I will not get any sleep and struggle to 

function for the next leg of the trip. I have always quietly arranged behind 

the scenes to sleep in the room with the guide. If this were ever to fall 

through, I would arrange to stay in an empty tent, but still shower in the 

guide’s room. This is the only thing I am a “diva” about while staffing a 

trip, but it is necessary.  

- It is important not to let the group know that you are not sleeping in 

the tent with them while not getting caught being overly sneaky. I 

stay at the campfire outside the tent, singing songs and roasting 

s’mores, until a late hour. I then simply say goodnight and walk 

away. Usually, no one realizes that I am not in the tent and it is not 

an issue. If someone does realize, I do not brag or make an issue 

about it – I just answer and move on to a different topic.      

 

IRON NUMBERS 

 In the Israeli army, everyone is assigned a number. These numbers cannot be 

broken like soft plastic – they are made of iron. It is a Birthright tradition to assign 

everyone a number and have them count off before leaving an area. If you have them 

count off too often, they will 

lose their patience for it. Mix it 

up. When you are on the bus, 

you can sometimes have them 

count off – other times, you can 

just count them yourself. When 

you are leaving a public place, 

you can count off sometimes. 

Other times, you can have them 

pass through a gate you and an-

other staff member create. 

(Raise your arms together and 

have them go through one at a 

time while you count.)  

HOW TO HAVE A GREAT DEAD SEA EXPERIENCE 



 There is a very good chance that your group will not go to the best Dead Sea loca-

tion. It is also likely that your Israelis and guide may not be excited about the event. You 

should take the lead. Be the first one off the bus. Lead the group into the facility. If mud 

is for sale – buy it! (Assuming that you are at one of the locations where you to have buy 

mud – they don’t have it for you on the beach like the resorts.)  There is usually a 20 

shekel bag – tell everyone to pair up and buy one together. Have them all change into 

bathing suits (know where the change rooms are) and meet on the beach ASAP. Take 

them into the dead sea. No splashing! Seriously! Take them back to shore. Show them 

where the pair of scissors is hanging from the lifeguard stand. Have them cut the bags 

open and cover themselves. Organize pictures. Tell them to get back in the sea. Remind 

them to rinse off in the outdoor showers when they are done. Take the lead or it won’t 

happen correctly.  

 

HAVE FUN 

 Enjoy the ride! A lot happens in the 10 days but it goes by quickly. Stop and reflect 

on what a great time you’re having! If you’re not having fun, ask yourself why. Make 

sure you are enjoying the experience – it’s your trip too!   


